MOTHER’S DAY WITH GAIA
9th May 2010
Please note that even though this message mentions 2012, and we have passed that
juncture – the message is just as pertinant post-2012 as it was before … perhaps even
more so as that timeline has shifted to a later date.
Notes from the Mother’s Day Message from Mother Earth/Gaia, channelled at The Blyde
River Canyon.
Leslie’s Note: this message was from the inner essence of the Mother Earth, the physical,
etheric and beyond, body of Gaia, not from Mother Nature. She herself drew the
distinction for us in a very emphatic way. We were all sitting out on the deck at
“Rivendell” the name of our home, under the very big Rhodesian teak tree. It was a soft,
but strong, sunny morning and we were surrounded by the great beauty present at this
remarkable place. However, there was a powerful presence with us, as we were doing our
processing, and I could feel it wanting to communicate. The soft breeze momentarily
intensified and suddenly I began to speak her words, which were for all of us.
Leslie: We are being guided to connect our energy to the energy of Mother Earth. She is
speaking very slowly but also very directly, and she has a message for us.
Gaia: I speak because it is time for you to understand that we have reached a major
threshold on this journey towards a new world. The time has come to give up your
secular life in favor of being in the mystery of the spiritual journey. Join your energy with
mine to go through the doorway we are all facing. I want you to know that I will help you
through this doorway if you join with me. In the past I (Earth/Gaia) was holding all, now
it’s different, I am asserting my power, and asking you to help me, and I will help you.
It is important that we go through the doorway before the 2012 time. The time to try and
fix Earth is over. You need to merge with my energy and go with me, through the
doorway now. You can assist me….. I am going now. Come with me, I will help you get
through the doorway.
Be here with me, at Blyde – when you are somewhere else you forget about me. I’m very
available for you when you’re here because you can hear me all the time.
We need to co-create a new life in another dimension
This is the doorway representing eons of preparation, and yet you still intend to go on
with your lives, because it is all you know how to do—all you can imagine for yourself.
You are finding that you are unable to change your life because of self doubt – also
because you believe you are not free.
Everyone is always free – the problem arises because of what you do with it in your
mind. What exactly is it, that you’re not free of?
You’re choosing not to be free

Why do you always bind yourself to things and create that bondage? Especially in light
of what’s coming. All the trappings of your life are just that—trappings, not life itself.
Your real purpose is cosmic and your real nature is to be a being like I am – cosmic,
immortal, changeable, fluid – when you realise this you will allow yourself to be free.
Stop fussing about the scars on my body! We are all going on a magical journey together!
Secular life doesn’t exist! We are the same and are made of the love of God.
Please be with the truth of this.
Let go of your attachments and know that you are God, that you are light Divine
The real power of your life is at hand. The choice is yours! What will you choose?
Do you know who you are yet? I am wondering if you care.
I don’t know who I am yet fully. This is my chance to find out -- and I’m going on my
way.
You can come if you want to. It may be hard for you because you don’t grasp fully what
your reality is.
At this point the energy shifted slightly and the communication continued from the
Ascended Masters. Someone fetched the recorder and we have an mp3 recording
from Ascended Masters which we are offering for you to listen to.
Leslie continues speaking the message from the Masters: (also on mp3)
“We have crossed a threshold, a line in the sand. It is as though each person is on their
own now. That is in the sense that each person can only make this decision for
themselves, not for anyone else. But once you have made this choice you can enter Unity
consciousness. Make commitments to leave your secular life. Make commitments,
surrender, and look deep inside to see whether you’re ready to surrender……………”
Ascended Masters: We are recording what you are doing and wondering why you
bother. You can live freely if you listen, then there’s nothing to write or record...just
listen...
Be who you are every day, whatever it might look like, but be conscious of it; be
conscious of those parts of you... Be conscious of what you need and what you don’t
need, from a cosmic stand point. Do not give in to life’s little temptations. Separate
yourself from those things that do not matter... in the grand scheme of things and if
you can truly do this you will find that very little of what you do matters. And if you
could truly see this, you will be ready for the Doorway. But if you continue to delude
yourselves about what matters, you stand no chance to make the leap in the way that is
being asked or offered. You are not doing what you’re choosing... not really. You think
you’re choosing to go through the Doorway, but you’re not really doing what you need

to be doing for that to happen. You’re afraid to let go. That is understandable, but it is
not beneficial...
Leslie: There’s a ‘we’ speaking here, they are saying ‘we’, and so I asked what that is
and they said that Mother Nature has said what she needed to say to you - she’s given
you the lowdown, the information and the invitation and we have a group of Ascended
Masters speaking to us now - that’s the ‘we’.
Ascended Masters: We are here with you today to remind you of the truth of this, so
that you no longer delude yourself into thinking that small little shifts are going to do
the trick. We want you also to understand what’s at stake at this time. You are creating
something every day that you break your accord with us.
Question from group: What do they mean by that?
Leslie: I guess every time you fall down on the spiritual journey and you go into ego.
Question from group: Can you tell us what you mean by that?
Ascended Masters: We are here presently giving you an education about what you
need to know about this Doorway. This is not a trivial matter... and everyone is in an
uproar about it and yet hardly anyone is truly stepping up. It seems to be another game
to play...not what’s needed. I give you this information reverently because I know it
will shock you... and I’m not trying to shock you. I speak (Leslie: we’re in an ‘I’ now, I
don’t know who’s speaking) I, We, - it makes no difference. We are one as we speak to
you, as nature speaks to you. We want you to understand the truth, plain and simple.
That’s it. We do not wish to see you deluding yourself into thinking that you are doing
what it takes at this point in time. Be apprised of this fact. We need you to be clear
about this. There’s not going to be any opportunity to change your lifestyle at the last
minute. If that is to happen it needs to happen now. A total complete rehabilitation of
your life into a spiritual alignment is all that you can do at this point. What I’m saying
essentially is that it’s too late to do a spiritual journey - nothing short of a quantum
leap into a new paradigm... will give you what you seek. This is not simply true for
those of you here listening today, but of everyone making this spiritual journey.
We’re not going to talk to you about this for very much longer. You are going to have
to figure this out for yourselves. We cannot dispense favours or give you steering
wheels that will allow you to feel certain about the outcome. We are not in a position to
play masters to you anymore. We’re all in this together. The journey is universal. In a
manner of speaking, you could say it’s everyone for themselves. Equivocating about
ideologies is pathetic waste of time...and if my words have the effect of riveting you...to
the truth of what you’re facing, then I have given you something real. We’re not going
to talk to you anymore about this. We are here when you need us and we will respond if
you ask us, but you will not get any kind of pampering anymore. The raw truth is all
we can offer. And if you choose not to act on it, you will be taking responsibility for
yourself.
We want you to know this now and forever; we love you, deeply and dearly, like
brothers and sisters, but we’re not in your predicament ourselves, and so we cannot

take you through the doorways that you face. Give over your lives now to this work.
This is your last moment to succeed. That’s all we have to say today...we thank you and
bless you.
Leslie: They’re saying...
Ascended Masters: We are yours, always, but not in the way it has been up to now. A
threshold has come. It has been crossed. The time is nigh...

